
11 FORM  
I. Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits each line. 

 

1. I couldn’t  believe my ears but he seemed to be telling 

that quite ….  .                                                                                              EARNEST 

2. Adopted children shouldn’t be kept in … about their origins.                     IGNORANT 

3. Keep a record of any …. expences on your trip.                                          INCIDENT 

4. “Of course, I didn’t tell her!” Sasha said ….  .                                             INDIGNATION 
5.To his …. he discovered they didn’t wait.                                                    ANNOY 
6. Carol will take it as an …. if you don’t come to the party.                           INSULT 
7. Any human, animal or plant has natural  

…. to stop diseases or difficult conditions from harming them.                         RESIST                                                           

 

I. Fill in the gaps with the right item. 

George (1)…. his banjo after supper and wanted to play it but Harris resisted (2) … it as he had a 

headache. George couldn’t swear (3) …. it but thought that the music would sooth the nerves. 

Actually, George was quite ignorant (4) …. the art of playing the banjo as he had never learned 

to do it. He tried to get a little practice in it (5) …. but it was never a success. Even 

Montmorency, our dog, howled (6) …. right through all those rare performances. It was such an 

insult (7) …. Poor George that he would take a boot and hit (8) …. a little doggy. 

 

1. a) brought             b) took                       c) fetched 

2. a)  -                       b) to                            c) of 

3. a) at                       b) of                           c) to 

4. a) in                       b) of                           c) at 

5. a) by fits or starts   b) by fits and starts   c) in fits and starts 

6. a) fiercely               b)irresistibly              c) indignantly 

7. a) for                      b) to                           c) of 

8. a) on                       b) out at                     c) - 

 

 III. GIVE  SYNONYMS.                                               
          

1. to suit, to match 

2. attractive, fascinating 

3. to give your word, guarantee 

4. irritating, making feel angry 

5. seriousness  

6. to cry noisily 

 

IV. GIVE ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS 
1.вне понимания 

2. заставить к –л покатываться со смеху 

3. устоять перед искушением рассказать секрет 

4. устроить сцену 

5. жестокий спор 

6. обратиться к к – л за наличными деньгами (попросить) 

7. плакать тихо по ночам 

8. ругаться на всех 

9. желать счастья и здоровья 



 


